Induction of dystrophin expression by exon skipping in mdx mice following intramuscular injection of antisense oligonucleotides complexed with PEG-PEI copolymers.
Antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) with 2-O-methyl modifications can circumvent dystrophin mutations via exon skipping and, it is hoped, can become drugs for treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). However, AO-based approaches are hindered by a lack of effective carriers to facilitate delivery of AOs to myonuclei. We examined whether copolymers composed of cationic poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) can enhance AO transfection in skeletal muscle of mdx mice. Single intramuscular injections of AO complexed with low Mw PEI2000(PEG550) copolymers into TA muscles of mdx mice resulted in widespread distribution of dystrophin-positive fibers at 3 weeks after injection, with no apparent cytotoxicity. Overall, injections of these low Mw polyplexes, which formed 250-nm aggregate particles, resulted in about sixfold more dystrophin-positive fibers than AO alone. Western analysis confirmed the dystrophin expression in these muscles. Surprisingly, injections of AO complexed with high Mw PEI25000(PEG5000) copolymers, which formed smaller nonaggregated particles, produced about threefold fewer dystrophin-positive fibers than injections of the low Mw polyplexes. We conclude that low Mw PEI2000(PEG550) copolymers function as high-capacity, nontoxic AO carriers suitable for in vivo transfection of skeletal muscle and are promising compounds for potential use in molecular therapy of DMD.